Faculty, Adjuncts, and Staff Who Participated in an eQIP offering FA13 - SU14

College of Arts and Sciences

Art
Muffet Jones, ART 100: Introduction to Art - eCD2S
Sue Latta, ART 100: Introduction to Art - eTOS

Biology
Linda Belthoff, BIOL 100: Concepts of Biology - eTOS
Cory Hanley, BIOL 227/228: Anatomy & Physiology I & II - eTOS
Mel Koob, BIOL 107: Introduction to Human Biology - eCD2S

English
Jen Black, HUM 207: Introduction to Humanities - QMPR
Phillip Byrd, ENGL 101: Intro to College Writing - eTOS
Ann Campbell, ENGL 383: Studies in Fiction - eCD2S
Elizabeth Cook, ENGL 257: Western World Literature - eTOS
Jill Heney, ENGL 102: College Writing and Research - eTOS
Tiffany Hitesman, ENGL 102: College Writing and Research - eTOS
Kenya Jenkins Fletcher, ENGL 101: Intro to College Writing - eTOS
Heidi Naylor, ENGL 210: Introduction to Literature - eTOS
Debra Purdy, ENGL 202: Introduction to Technical Communication - eTOS; ENGL 302: Technical Rhetoric - eCD2S
Michal Temkin Martinez, LING 306: Psycholinguistics - eCD2S
Tim Thornes, LING 305: Introduction to Language Studies - eCD2S, eTOS
Karen Uehling, ENGL 401/401G: Advanced Nonfiction Writing - eTOS
Russell Willerton, ENGL 102: College Writing and Research - eTOS

Geosciences
Nancy Glenn, GEOG 361/561: Remote Sensing & Image Processing (Lab) - eCD2S, QMPR

Mathematics
William Dallas, MATH 160: Survey of Calculus - eCD
Kathrine Johnson, MATH 254: Introduction to Statistics - eTOS
Mandy McDaniel, MATH 123: Quantitative Reasoning - QMPR
Bailey Ross, MATH 144: Trigonometry - eTOS
Jason Smith, MATH 170: Calculus I - eCD2S

Philosophy
Erin Anchustegui, PHIL 103: Moral Problems - eTOS
Christopher Innes, PHIL 102: Classics of Philosophy - eCD; PHIL 294: South Park - Philosophy and Politics - eCD2S

Theatre Arts
Anne Allen, THEA 220: Cinema History & Aesthetics - eTOS
Ann Price, THEA 101: Introduction to Theater - eTOS

World Languages
Shoko Asay, JAPANESE 101: Elementary Japanese I - eTOS, QMPR
Youngkyun Baek, KOREAN 101: Elementary Korean I - eCD
Kim Carter-Cram, FRENCH 101: Elementary French I - eCD; HUM 207: Introduction to Humanities - QMPR
Kim Harris, SPAN 112: Elementary Spanish Online 101B - eTOS
Gemma Morawski, SPAN 111: Elementary Spanish Online 101A - eTOS

College of Business and Economics

Business
Frank Ilett, BUSMBA 525: Managerial Accounting for MBAs - eCD2S

Economics
Geoff Black, ECON 317: International Economics - QMPR
Zeynep Hansen, ECON 202: Principles of Microeconomics - eTOS; ECON 303: Intermediate Microeconomics - eCD2S
Samia Islam, ECON 303: Intermediate Microeconomics - eTOS
Christine Loucks, ECON 201: Principles of Macroeconomics - eTOS
Scott Lowe, ECON 333: Natural Resource Economics - eCD2S
John Martin, ECON 201: Principles of Macroeconomics - eCD; ECON 202: Principles of Microeconomics - eCD
Marketing and Finance
Dave Bourff, MKTG 301: Principles of Marketing - eTOS

College of Education

Curriculum, Instruction & Foundational Studies
Barbara Allerton, UF 300: Transitional Foundations - eTOS
Riley Caldwell-O’Keefe, UF 300: Transitional Foundations - eTOS
Marty Downey, UF 300: Transitional Foundations - eTOS
Christopher Johnson, UNIV 101: First Year College Transitions - eCD2S
Amy Johnson, UF 300: Transitional Foundations - eTOS
Thomas Turco, UF 300: Transitional Foundations - eTOS

Educational Technology
Jesus Trespalacios, EDTECH 503: Instructional Design - eTOS

Language, Literacy & Culture
Claudia Peralta, ED-LTCY 447: Young Adult Literature - eCD2S, QMPR

Special Education and Early Childhood Studies Education
Lisa Beymer, ED-SPED 330: Diagnostic Assessment in Special Education - eCD2S, QMPR
Patricia Hampshire, ED-ECS 510: Issues and Topics in Early Childhood Special Education - QMPR
Michael Humphrey, ED-SPED 554: Positive Behavior Programs - eCD2S

College of Engineering

Engineering Science
Thad Welch, ENGR 100: Energy for Society - QMPR

College of Health Sciences

Community and Environmental Health
Andy Hyer, HLTHST 382: Research Methods in Health - QMPR
Leah Kalk, HLTHST 109: Drugs: Use and Abuse - eTOS
Nichole Lasich, HLTHST 300: Pathophysiology - eTOS
Carolyn Templeton, HLTHST 410: Health and Aging - eTOS
Kinesiology
David Hammons, *KINES 220: Introduction to Athletic Injuries* - eCD2S, QMPR

Radiologic Sciences
Leslie Kendrick, *RADSCI 330: Introduction to Sectional Anatomy* - eTOS

Respiratory Care
Robbie Roberts, *RESPCARE 431: Quality Improvement in Healthcare* - eTOS

School of Nursing
Cecile Evans, *NURS 516: Advanced Pharmacotherapeutics* - eCD2S
Jane Grassley, *NURS 620: Scholarly Inquiry* - eTOS
Molly Prengaman, *NURS 520: Professional Role for the Advanced Practice Nurse* - eCD2S
Mark Siemon, *NURS 525: Theory Guided Assessment & Planning Practicum* - eTOS
Mikal Smith, *NURS 604: Designing Models of Health Care Delivery* - eTOS; *NURS 614: Outcomes Management Analysis* - eCD2S
Shirley Van Zandt, *NURS 510: Advanced Physiology and Pathophysiology* - eCD2S, QMPR; *NURS 518/519: Health Assessment* - eCD

School of Social Work
Robin Allen, *SOCWRK 562: School Social Work* - eTOS
Sue Martin, *SOCWRK 562: School Social Work* - eTOS
Kathy Tidwell, *REFUGEE 408: Working Across Cultures with Refugees* - eTOS, QMPR
Heath Walters, *SOCWRK 526: Evaluation and Treatment of Mental Disorders* - eCD2S

School of Social Sciences and Public Administration

Anthropology
Kathryn Demps, *ANTH 105: Evolution and Human Behavior* - eTOS
Kendall House, *ANTH 105: Evolution and Human Behavior* - eCD2S, eTOS, QMPR

Communication
Ron Ellsworth, *COMM 390: Conflict Management* - eCD2S

Criminal Justice
Lisa Bostaph, *VS 532: Administration of Justice* - eCD2S
Lane Gillespie, VS 533: Victimology & Victim Services - eCD2S
Laura King, VS 531: Research Methods and Data Analysis - eCD; CJ 426: Statistics - eCD2S

Environmental Studies
Mari Rice, ENVSTD 121: Introduction to Environmental Studies - eTOS, QMPR

History
Erik Hadley, HIST 100: Themes in World History - eTOS, QMPR
James Riley, HIST 111: United States History - eTOS
Shelton Woods, HIST 121: Eastern Civilizations - eTOS; MDS/BAS 420: Globalization - eCD

Multidisciplinary Studies
Vicki Budd, GS (MDS) 300: Communicating Universally - eCD, eTOS; MDS/BAS 410: Case Studies in Leadership - eCD
Tricia Burns, MDS/BAS 450: Teamwork & Innovation - eCD2S
Amy Davis, MDS/BAS 410: Case Studies in Leadership - eTOS
Alexis Kenyon, MDS 300: Communicating Universally - eTOS
Dave Koehler, MDS/BAS 440: Project Management and Design - eCD2S
Greg Wilson, MDS 400: Capstone Course for Multidisciplinary Studies - eCD2S, eTOS, QMPR; MDS/BAS 430: Ethics - eCD

Political Science
Ross Burkhart, POLS 298: Introduction to Political Inquiry - eTOS, QMPR
Stewart Gardner, POLS 440: American Political Thought - QMPR; POLS 446: Constitutional Law - QMPR
Mike Touchton, POLS 398: Advanced Political Science Methods - QMPR
Julie VanDusky-Allen, POLS 298: Introduction to Political Inquiry - eTOS
Scott Yenor, POLS 440: American Political Thought - QMPR

Psychology
Kimberly Henderson, PSYC 335: Biological Bases of Behavior - eTOS
Jennifer Ritter, PSYC 120: Introduction to the Psychology Major - eTOS

Sociology
Rebecca Som Castellano, SOC 101: Introduction to Sociology - eTOS
John Verburg, SOC 472: Sociology of Aging - eTOS

-end-